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Cut yarn leaving a 12"/30.5cm tail. 
Thread tail through sts and draw sts 
together so strip forms curved circle with 
knit side inside the circle. Tie beg and tail 
ends together to fasten circle.

Finishing 
Lightly block pieces along curled edges. 
Join underbelly with legs as foll: With 
WS tog, align right side of body with 
right half of underbelly, matching points 
A (under neck) and C (back rear) (see 
diagrams). Pin front and back hind legs in 
place. Using whipstitch, sew seams. Rep 
for left side of body and legs. 
Join front of face with sides as foll: With 
WS tog, align and pin front of face edges 
beg at point B (top of neck), around 
muzzle, to point A (bottom of neck) (see 
diagram). Whipstitch in place. 
At opening, fill with stuffing, beg with 
legs, then muzzle, then body. 
For back closure, whip stitch all edges 
to sew back seam from point B (top of 
head) to point C (back rear). 
Attach ears as foll: With knit side facing 

outwards, sew ears to each side near top 
of head in a diagonal (see diagram), or in 
desired position. 
Attach nostrils as foll: Use tail ends to 
sew to front muzzle with circle edge 
angled toward center of face (see photo). 
With black yarn, embroider eye with 
French knot, wrapping 5 times, on left 
side. Weave end underneath 2 times to 
fasten, then weave in end into stuffing 
to conceal, coming out at other side for 
opposite eye. Make 2nd eye in same 
manner, pulling yarn slightly to create 
dimple in first eye.

TAIL 
Cut 6 strands of yarn, each 13"/33cm long. 
Weave each strand evenly into same spot 
at seam (see diagram) with center of strand 
at seam creating two groups of yarn. 
Knot together strands from each section 
to create tail. 
Cut a separate strand to tie tail ends 
together, then trim as desired. n
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